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In April 2012, 210 million Americans were active online, spending about 29 hours on average
browsing the web. Google remained the top web brand by total audience in the U.S., with 171
million unique U.S. visitors, while Facebook's visitors averaged the most time on the site per
person (7 hours, 9 minutes). 
Americans visited a wide variety of websites in April, 95 unique domains on average in April,
and more than half (117 million) visited Travel websites during the month.
Travelers head online as Summer Vacation approaches
Whether consumers were making their plans for summer vacation or simply finding their way
around town, over half of Internet users visited Travel websites in April 2012. Google Maps was
the top web brand in the category during April, with 79 million unique U.S. visitors, followed by
other popular mapping sites like Mapquest (29.6 million) and Yahoo! Local (15.2 million).
Visitors to Google Maps returned frequently, visiting the site about 5 times each on average,
logging well over 1 billion pageviews on the site.
Looking towards Memorial Day weekend in the U.S., travellers planning trips a little further from
home also headed online to make plans, visiting sites like TripAdvisor, Expedia, and Priceline
Network to plan their trips (respectively 13.2 million, 12.9 million, and 12.2 million unique visitors
each, respectively). 
Millions more booked airfare on sites SouthwestAirlines.com and other airlines sites, as
consumers searched for the best travel deals, with about half of visitors to TripAdvisor also
visiting Expedia during the same month and a third also visiting Priceline sites.
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